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Happy Tale 

 
 The greenest of all lands, the crispest of all lakes, and the sweetest of all flowers: these things 

covered the land of Gnomstoria. From the middle spurted a large, sparkling rainbow. 

But this magical land had become crowded. There were now fewer wonderful places to live 

within it, and fewer resources to go around. Something needed to be done. 

 

 The ruling council gathered and decided that the only way to keep from spilling over into the 

human world was to travel across the rainbow. 

 “We understand this is a potentially dangerous task, so we are looking for volunteers to 

make the journey,” the Elder Unicorn announced. 

 “The rainbow stretches high into the clouds. No one has ever been to the other side. 

Volunteers have a great opportunity to be the first to lay their eyes on new lands,” the Elder Gnome 

added. 

Murmurs arose from the assembled. 

 One gnome came forward. He was gruff and had a belt full of tools. His hat was patched, 

and his beard was a bit snarled and dusty. The gnome cleared his throat, and the crowd hushed. 

 “I’ll head over the rainbow. Ain’t no big deal to me.” The Gnome hiked up his belt as he 

spoke. “It would help to have a partner, but I can make it by myself.” 

 A grumble came over the crowd, and no one made eye contact. 

 “I guess that’s my answer. I’ll head out in an hour or so. Just gotta pack some stuff up.” 

A galloping and series of ‘excuse me, pardon me, coming through’s came from the back of 

the ranks. A young unicorn burst forth, wide-eyed and smiling. 

 “I’ll go, too! It’s too dangerous for Baltho to go alone,” the unicorn stated. 

 “No, I don’t think that is a good idea, son,” replied the Elder Unicorn. “We don’t know 

what is on the other side. It could be dangerous.” 

 “Father, how can you allow one to go, but not me? I’m not any more important than anyone 

else. I would do anything for this community, and if that means it is just Baltho and I climbing to 

the other side, then so be it.” 
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 “Cornelio, if your mother could see you-” 

 “She would be proud! Now, I’m going to pack.” Cornelio turned to Baltho. “I will meet you 

at the base at in an hour.” 

With that, Cornelio left. The Elder Unicorn stood stunned, and a little misty-eyed. 

 

 The whole community met at the base of the rainbow to see off the duo. Well, not directly 

at the base, as it was surrounded by a thick cloud. 

Baltho arrived, carrying a pack filled with climbing gear and rations. Cornelio carried a saddle 

strapped across his back filled with hay he could reach without taking it off. 

 “You ready for this, Pretty-Boy?” Baltho grumbled to Cornelio. 

 “Ha! Oh, Baltho. I’m more than ready. And thank you, I am very pretty,” Cornelio winked at 

his gnome friend, and Baltho gave an approving laugh. 

 “Is that all you’re taking? No lights, no crampons? The first part of the hike is quite steep,” 

Baltho said, fastening his own crampons to his feet. 

 “My hooves and horn are all I need. They are the hardest elements in the land, and will be as 

effective as your crampons. And my horn lights up, so I am good,” Cornelio replied. 

 “All right, then. Let’s get going.” Baltho turned his headlamp on, gave a wave to the crowd, 

and began trekking towards the cloud. 

Cornelio turned to say goodbye. His father made his way through the group and bowed his 

head towards his son. 

 “Be safe, my boy. Come home.” 

 “I will, Father, I will.” Cornelio’s horn brightened, and he headed into the mist. 

The gathering waited until they couldn’t see the lights anymore. One by one, they left to go 

about their day. 

 

 The rainbow gave off a faint glow, luring the gnome and unicorn toward it. Baltho was the 

first to reach it. The rainbow appeared to rise almost straight up from its base. He unhooked his 

climbing axes from his belt, put his hands through the loops, and gripped the handles. 

 “All right, Cornelio. It looks pretty steep, but only for a short time. This will be the toughest 

part. Take a sip of water, stretch a little. Remember, get your back legs set first, then push up. 

Reserve energy in your arms. Push yourself up, don’t pull. Let’s get started.” 

Their climb began. Both focused. All that could be heard was the tink of Baltho’s axes and 

crampons, and Cornelio’s hooves digging into the rainbow. 

 The rainbow was rock-like. The axes set easily, giving Baltho a sense of security in his climb. 
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The travelers finally reached the curve, and soon, they got enough purchase on the surface to 

walk upright. Baltho kept his crampons on, and Cornelio’s hooves had a natural grip to them. 

Just below the clouds, all was bright and blue. They could see the whole land laid out below 

them. The two took a moment to take in the sight that no one else had ever seen. 

 “It is pretty amazing that we have taken up so much room. Since we are running short of 

resources, I hope this new land will help us,” Cornelio remarked. 

 “That depends on us, Cornelio. We need to be careful, and plan better for our future.” 

They kept walking. The hardest part of the climb was over , but the most dangerous part was 

coming. No one had ever seen the top of the rainbow, as it was shrouded in dark clouds and 

mystery. There were plenty of stories and legends about what might be at the top, everything from 

evil fairies, souls of leprechauns who died while constructing it, to good luck dragons who helped 

travelers. 

 Approaching the bottom of the clouds, Baltho and Cornelio steeled themselves against the 

unknown. They looked at each other, nodded, and turned on their headlamps. Baltho still in the 

lead, entered the cloud cover first. 

 “Stay in sight, Baltho. Don’t go too fast,” Cornelio warned. 

Soon after they entered the dark clouds, the wind whipped and howled. It got cold and wet, 

and it was difficult to see. They encountered no demons, though, so that was good news. They put 

their heads down and pushed against the wind. It began to rain, and lightening streaked across the 

sky, brighter than their lights put together. It was slow moving. 

 As they made it to the tip top of the rainbow Baltho was tired. On one step, he forgot to dig 

his crampon into the rainbow, and as it was slick with rain, his foot slid right off the narrow surface. 

He yelled out for help. 

All Cornelio could see was Baltho’s headlamp swinging crazily through the haze as the 

gnome faltered and began to fall. Cornelio dug his hooves in and stretched out his neck. Even 

though he couldn’t spot Balto, he had to try, and quickly! Cornelio bit the air in the direction of 

Baltho’s voice. His teeth hit something, a heavy fabric. Baltho’s backpack! Cornelio bit down as hard 

as he could, his own grip secure on the rainbow. 

 “Whoa! Whooo… Good catch, Pretty-Boy!” said Baltho. “OK,OK… Let me get my axes 

out… There. Now, start swinging. Let the wind help you pick me up and get me back on the 

rainbow!” 

Cornelio couldn’t speak, but he let out a muffled ‘uh-huh.’ 

 “OK, Cornelio. I’m ready. On three, give it all you’ve got and let me go! One… Two… 

THREE!” 

Cornelio swung Baltho with all his might. Baltho spotted the rainbow, axes stretched out, 

and slammed into the surface. If he had missed, he would have gone right over the other side; 

Cornelio’s swing was that powerful! 
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 “I’m on! I’m good,” the gnome said. 

Baltho gave a heavy sigh of relief. Then, he began to laugh. He laughed loudly. It was 

contagious, and soon both were laughing wildly. 

When they finished and regained composure, the pair continued across the top, Baltho 

careful to maintain his grip with each step. 

 

 The rainbow began to decline. They were soon over the top, and the wind and rain died 

down. 

After hours of careful travel, they hunkered down for a snack. Cornelio’s hay was wet, but 

still edible. Baltho shared his dry trail mix. They took swigs of water and prepared for the descent. 

 “This part should be fun!” Baltho said. Getting up, he ran and jumped. 

Cornelio looked on, shocked, then saw that Baltho’s axe was dug into the rainbow to slow 

his drop. It as a controlled fall that he could ride all the way down. 

Cornelio laughed, listening to Baltho’s ‘WWWEEEEEEEEEE!’ as he slid. Cornelio dove 

off the same way, his front hoof gripping the rainbow as he rode it down, down, down. 

 The ground came fast. Baltho dug his second axe in to slow his descent further and he made 

it safely to the bottom. Cornelio was coming fast, but at the last minute, he kicked hard and leapt to 

the surface in a graceful, unicorn way. 

 Baltho and Cornelio exited the mist surrounding the base. Before them, they saw clear, green 

land. From the forest in the distance, another unicorn appeared. 

 “Hello, friends!” shouted the newcomer. It was a female voice. 

 “Hello! We have come across the rainbow to seek new land. How many of you are there?” 

Cornelio replied. 

 “Why did you come over the rainbow?” the new unicorn asked. Cornelio and Baltho looked 

at each other, confused. The unicorn giggled. “You can just walk under it. It’s all land underneath.” 

The traveler’s cheeks reddened with embarrassment. 

 “You mean to tell me, I almost died at the top and we could have just walked our happy 

butts right across?” Baltho asked, annoyed. “And it would have been so much quicker, too.” 

 “It’s OK, Baltho. Now we know,” said Cornelio. 

The female unicorn’s giggle turned to a laugh. “Well, if you didn’t know, you didn’t know! 

Welcome to Unicstra. There is a leprechaun and fairy village in the clearing underneath the rainbow. 

I’ll take you there and introduce you,” she offered. 

 “Thank you…,” Cornelio trailed off. 

 “Astrid,” she replied. 
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 “Thank you, Astrid. That will be most helpful.” Cornelio followed her, Baltho pulling up the 

rear, grumbling to himself. 

 

 Months later, the communities had become friends, bridging the distance between them. 

Resources were plentiful, and the land, vast. For several generations to come, the population would 

be happy, healthy, and plentiful. They lived happily ever after. 
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